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PLANTING 
THE SEEDS
SCIENCE IS ELEMENTARY AT KM

MR. PLUM TAKES 
THE HELM
New superintendent aims 
to find KM’s “who”

Incredible choices await  
8th graders transitioning  
to the KMHS Campus 

ONE-OF-A-KIND 
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news from around the district

KM KEEPS WINNING
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ON THE COVER: 
First grader Sofia A. helps open the KM Explore greenhouse to prepare for their annual plant sale!

   We know we must continually strive for innovation, not for the sake of transformation itself, 

but rather to better prepare our learners for unknown challenges. 

   We know social emotional development is an urgent priority and a must to develop the 

successful whole person. 

   We know transferable skills, including creativity, problem solving, collaboration and 

analytical thinking, are crucial in every vocation. 

And, most importantly, we know education changes students’ lives. I believe that is our 

biggest - and most valuable - “who” at KM. We as educators know our efforts foster student 

development allowing them to control their destiny. 

So, instead of having to “live with” a decision they make as a teenager, they learn to grow into 

self-directed, engaged adults who know learning is a life-long continuum. As is their “who.” 

And, after 14 years in KM schools, they can be WHOever they want to become - for their 

entire lives. That’s a fantastic vision - in my mind. 

SO, WHO WILL KETTLE MORAINE BE MOVING FORWARD? 

When I was in high school (like these incredible students pictured) and college in the 1980s, the 

classic question adults always posed to my peers and me was: “What are you going to be when 

you grow up?” Based on our reply, we would backward design a path through post-secondary 

education and hope our personalities matched our decision. After all, we had the sobering 

assumption whatever we decided, we had to live with it.

Flash forward 40 years as I settle in as your new superintendent and it’s obvious to me the age-

old query should no longer focus on the “what.” The more prudent question to ask your son or 

niece or granddaughter is “WHO are you going to be?” 

“What” is a limiting label describing you and your job title, whereas “who” requires a dynamic 

identity encompassing the entire person, telling a broader (and much more interesting) story of 

the whole. You can still be a scientist or a welder or a teacher as your “what,” but when you add 

“collaborator,” “communicator,” “empathizer,” and “innovator” as you explain your “who,” the 

possibilities expand exponentially. In a world, and workforce, changing by the minute, I vote for 

dynamic and limitless as the best course for our present and future learners.

Which leads us to the inevitable questions when an organization undertakes new leadership. 

What is your vision for KM? What will KM be like in 10 years? To that, I say we should face the 

same question our 2021 graduates will surely face from uncle Stan and grandma Margie at 

graduation parties this June. The focus should also be on KM’s “who.” 

Superintendent Stephen Plum

WHO WILL KM BE

TESSA J. / HS^2 

plans to study nursing

Through HS^2 
and our partners, 
I had shadowing 
experiences 
in six different 
areas of a major 
hospital. I knew 
I wasn’t going to 
be interested in 
all of them, but it 
is so important to 
have knowledge 
about the careers 
surrounding  
your own.

KM’s four high 
schools are a 
significant way to 
give students the 
chance to discover 
their passions and 
make an impact.

EMILY D. / KM GLOBAL   
plans to study  
elementary education 

LUKE D. / KMHS  
plans to study human biology

Kettle Moraine 
is a place of 
innovators, 
problem solvers, 
and the future of 
the professional 
world.

I have gained 
more leadership 
experience than 
I ever could 
have imagined. 
This is the type 
of experience I 
will continue to 
pursue for the 
rest of my life, 
and I will be 
forever grateful.

AMELIA A. / KM PERFORM  
plans to study criminal justice 
and Spanish
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A KM Perform 
film crew works to 
get a shot on the 
KMHS Campus

The Kettle Moraine High Schol Campus is definitely not your typical high school. For starters, it’s not a high school - it’s 
four schools under one roof. Students have the choice to attend Kettle Moraine High School (KMHS), KM Global, KM 
Perform, or High School of Health Sciences (HS^2). Each school has an intentional purpose, a niche to serve specific 
educational needs. Arts to medicine, traditional settings to innovative, out-of-the-box atmospheres, staff and students 
liken the offered choices to a collegiate-style campus. 

“It’s the only high school campus of its kind in the state of Wisconsin and quite unique nationwide,” said 
Superintendent Stephen Plum. “The idea was to create a university-type environment with each school offering 
niche opportunities and shared resources. The real attraction for students is, like a college campus, they can dip 
their toes into an array of concentrations and classes in each school to experience and discover as much as 
possible to help them figure out their personal and professional paths. Often times, it’s far more important to 
discover what you do not enjoy, so having these choices is extraordinary for the professional journey ”

For path discoveries to be meaningful and genuine, all four schools rely heavily on getting students 
real-world experience. Whether it’s on campus or off, there’s no substitute for hands-on work. In HS^2, 
students learn first hand from real firefighters, EMTs, doctors and nurses via partnerships with Lake 
Country Fire & Rescue Training Center, Aurora Medical Center and the Medical College of Wisconsin. 
Students at KMHS get on-the-job engineering training with partners at Generac and Farris Automated 
Systems. In KM Global, students experience unique learning opportunities via job shadows, 
interviews, field trips, internships, and guest speakers. Interdiscipliary seminars and worshops 
are the hallmarks of KM Perform, giving students industry-level experience across a specturm of 
artisitc vocations via an annual collaboration with local historical partner Old World Wisconsin.

In every instance, the objective is for students to learn firsthand how to communicate and 
interact with industry professionals and an array of communities and cultures to extend their 
experience far beyond the traditional classroom. The ultimate goal is then for all students 
is to graduate with the college and career readiness skills necessary to compete in local, 
national and international markets.

It’s up to each student to take advantage of the multitude of opportunities within the 
KMHS Campus and make the most of his or her four years. With so much student 
choice, it’s easy to see why the KMHS Campus stands out as a top choice for students 
in Wisconsin. 

The only high school 
campus of its kind in the 
state, KM offers students 
the opportunity to study

KETTLE MORAINE 
HIGH SCHOOL

THROUGH  
THEIR 
 LENS

WATCH CAMPUS VIDEO
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KM is an amazing place for top-tier 
learning,” says senior Kaitlyn C.,  
who will soon study human biology at 
UW-Green Bay. “It is filled with amazing 
teachers who have changed my life.

We are focused on cultivating academic excellence, 
citizenship, personal development, service, and 
people,” says Principal Beth Kaminski. “Our 
campus is an extremely unique environment, 
almost like a collegiate-type atmosphere. 
The sky is the limit as far as choices and 
opportunities - and it’s all under one roof.

Kettle Moraine High School (KMHS) is a four-year high school 

and one of four high schools on a shared campus totaling a 

student population of over 1,300 students in grades 9-12. 

KMHS offers an incredible array of classes exposing students 

to a multitude of career paths in IT, culinary arts, science, 

mathematics, construction, architecture, film, graphic design, 

programming, English, education and more. Students also have 

opportunities for dual enrollment and place-based learning 

through strong partnerships with Generac, WCTC, and Univeristy 

of Wisconsin System Schools. 

Students from all four high schools can take advantage of the 

bevy of extracurricular activities at KMHS including over 50 

clubs and 23 WIAA athletic teams. 

KETTLE MORAINE HIGH SCHOOL
Enrollment
For the 2020-2021 school year, 

enrollment is 905 students. The class of 

2020 had 233 graduating seniors.

Faculty
The 2020-2021 faculty includes 44 

full-time and 35 part-time professional 

educators, 44 master degrees, 33 

bachelor degrees, two doctoral degrees 

and six members with the National 

Board for Professional Teaching 

Certification.

HIGH SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Recently ranked the number one high school in the state of 

Wisconsin by U.S. News and World Report, High School of Health 

Sciences (HS^2) is a public charter school serving students 

in grades nine through 12 with an established class size of 50 

students per grade.  

HS^2 partners with ProHealth Care, Lake Country Fire & Rescue, 

Aurora Medical Center - Summit and the Medical College of 

Wisconsin to provide hands-on experience and outreach for 

students, allowing the district to directly meet the needs of area 

business partners. Students in HS^2 learn through immersive 

environments where they are introduced to diverse career 

pathways and professionals in the world of health care. 

The philosophy behind HS^2 is: learning is a social, diverse 

and collaborative experience. HS^2 empowers students to be 

architects of their own learning, making connections between 

relevant course instruction and their future endeavors. 

Enrollment
For the 2020-2021 school year, 

enrollment is 200 students. The class of 

2020 had 44 graduating seniors.

Faculty
The 2020-2021 faculty includes six full-

time and seven part-time professional 

educators, seven master degrees and  

six bachelor degrees.

Our vision is to ensure students are not just 
learning, but learning well,” says Director 
Rebecca Ladsten. “And, they’re doing it by
leaving the walls of the high school and going 
out in the community to learn about the 
careers they’re interested in.

HS2 allowed me to complete a certified nursing 
program within the school year,” says Lena S., 
who plans to pursue pre-physician assistant 
studies after graduation. “I obtained clinical 
experience on the medical surgical floor at 
Aurora Summit giving me great insight into 
careers in the medical field.
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Our vision is Learners Making an Impact. Learning is focused 

on meaningful experiences guided by student interests, goals 

and rigorous academic curriculum. 

The mission of KM Global is to cultivate a global perspective 

through academic excellence, active engagement, and 

development of leadership identity. Through interdisciplinary, 

inquiry-based learning, field experience and internships, and 

advanced curriculum, students are prepared to be responsible, 

flexible, critical thinkers who make an impact on their local, 

national, and global communities. 

Global’s composite ACT score of 24.9 in 2020 was among the 

top 10 in the state.

KETTLE MORAINE GLOBAL SCHOOL 
FOR GLOBAL LEADERSHIP AND INNOVATION

Enrollment
For the 2020-2021 school year, 

enrollment is 87 students.  In 

the class of 2020 there were 21 

graduating seniors.  

Faculty
The 2020-2021 faculty includes 4 

full-time and 6 part-time professional 

educators, 6 master degrees, 4 

bachelor degree, and 1 member 

with National Board for Professional 

Teaching Certification.

What a significant way to give students the chance 
to step outside of their comfort zones, discover their 
passions and make an impact,” says KM Global 
senior Emily D., who will study elementary education 
at Winona State University. “Take advantage of the 
four high schools KM offers!

We are here to give students the opportunity to explore 
what they are interested in regardless of career path. 
Through inquiry, engaging seminar topics and field work 
in the community, students are able to see the impact of 
their learning,” said KM Global Director Erica Bardon. 
“With student focus centered on investigating, leading, 
contributing and innovating, they become highly  
invested in their learning and we are seeing  
meaningful engagement and achievement.

A strong predictor of success for KM Perform students is their willingness 
to not just appreciate one of the focus arts areas, but truly study it using 
a conservatory approach,” says KM Perform Director Kevin Erickson. 
“By no means are all KM Perform students prodigies in their art, but 
there is a commitment to an academic approach to  
that art. We help students learn through the lens  
they have in the environment that best suits their passions.

Through our music program at Perform, I have gained more leadership 
experience than I could have ever imagined,” says senior Amelia A., 
who plans to major in criminal justice and Spanish. “This is the type of 
experience I will continue to pursue for the rest of my life.

KETTLE MORAINE SCHOOL FOR ARTS  
AND PERFORMANCE

The Kettle Moraine School for Arts and Performance is a comprehensive, 

four-year college preparatory school designed for students with interest 

or strengths in the arts. Our mission: To advance artistry, academic 

achievement, and responsible leadership. Students who join KM 

Perform commit to a four year focus in either Art, Music, Theatre, or 

Creative Writing. Course credit in all areas is done through a customized 

competency-based framework. All instruction is delivered through 

interdisciplinary, short-term seminars.

The KM Perform pedagogy is focused around the following three principles:

     1.   Student Choice and Voice - Students have choice in their course  

and seminar selections. 

     2.   Performance through Collaboration - Collaboration with students 

and staff across multiple subjects at the same time creates an 

interdisciplinary experience.

     3.   Ownership of Learning - Students get credit for completion of 

learning benchmarks, not simply for time spent in the subject.  

To be successful, students must be engaged in their learning so  

that they are making intentional choices to learn.

Enrollment
For the 2020-2021 school 

year, enrollment is 108 

students. The class  

of 2020 had 34 graduating 

seniors.

Faculty
The 2020-2021 faculty 

includes 2 full-time and 

13 part-time professional 

educators, 11 with master 

degrees, 4 bachelor 

degrees, and 2 members 

with the National Board 

for Professional Teaching 

Certification.
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HS^2 Student To Be 
Honored By Herb Kohl 
Education Foundation
Congratulations to High School of Health 
Sciences (HS²) senior Kayla W. for being 
honored by the Herb Kohl Education 
Foundation. Kayla was selected as a 
2021 Herb Kohl Student Excellence 
Scholarship recipient and will receive 
$10,000 toward her education! Kayla 
was chosen for her exceptional 
leadership, citizenship, and school 
and community involvement.

“I feel incredibly honored to be a 
recipient of this award and I intend 
to use this as a springboard for 
my academic, personal, and 
career endeavors,” said Kayla. 
“In college, I hope to connect 
with a multitude of communities 
that are devoted to service and 
community outreach, while 
still remaining engaged in the 
Kettle Moraine community 
by volunteering at Girl Scout 
Camp in the summer.”

KMHS Senior  
Masha D. Named  
National Merit Finalist
KMSD is very proud of Kettle Moraine High School 
senior Masha D. for being named a finalist in the 
2021 National Merit Scholarship Competition.

Masha is in elite company! She was named as 
one of 16,000 semifinalists represented 

less than one percent of U.S. high school 
seniors and included the highest scoring 
entrants in each state. To become 
a finalist and to be considered for a 
National Merit scholarship, each student 
was required to present an outstanding 
academic record throughout high 
school, be endorsed by their high 
school, and earn college entrance test 

scores that confirmed the student’s 
earlier performance on the qualifying SAT.

We are proud to share Kettle Moraine Middle 
School eighth grader Reese A. has been 
selected as a 2021 Carson Scholar! The 
purpose of the Carson Scholars Program is to 
recognize and reward outstanding students 

in the U.S. who exemplify academic 
excellence and humanitarian 

qualities. KMMS nominated 
Reese due to her academic 
achievement and character, 
and her volunteer work in the 

community, including 
her leadership in 
organizing multiple 

large donations of 
warm clothing and 

Christmas gifts to the 
Northcott Neighborhood 

House in Milwaukee. Reese 
receives a $1,000 scholarship, 

which will be invested for her 
future college education, as well 

as a medal and certificate.

Kettle Moraine  
Middle School Student 
Selected As A 2021 
Carson Scholar 

HS^2 Student Receives 
NCWIT Award

Athena K. was honored for her 
outstanding leadership, exceptional 

academic history, and forward-
thinking ability, which distinguishes 
her as a remarkable young woman. 

As an award recipient, she will be 
inducted into the NCWIT Aspirations 
community of nearly 20,000 young 

women who, like her, have a passion 
for computing and technology. 
Athena has been introduced to 
numerous STEM subjects and 

computer science is one she 
particularly enjoys. Recently, 

she has been utilizing 
various programming 
platforms to hone her 
coding skills. Athena 

says an undergraduate 
degree in biological 

sciences is in her 
future, followed by 
a medical degree! 
She hopes to use 

her coding abilities 
to solve real-world 

problems and show 
others how fun and useful 

coding can be!

U.S. Air Force Service Member Replies 
To Over 120 Letters From KM Middle 
School Students
James R. Frier, Jr. CMSgt, USAF, personally replied to over 120 letters and 
cards he received from Kettle Moraine Middle School students during the 
holidays. He wrote responses back to each of the students who wrote a 
letter. For some of his favorite letters, he sent patches with his squadron 
(380th Expeditionary Communications) logo! He also sent a letter of 
appreciation to Principal Mike Comiskey and Reading Specialist and 
Instructional Coach Kay Staley. 

Frier was Staley’s husband’s best friend. When her husband passed 
away a few years ago, Frier checked in on Staley and her family 
every month. She knew he would be spending the holidays 
deployed abroad sans his family. 

And, with a new grandchild at home, making the holidays even 
tougher, she thought her friend overseas and her friends at 
KMMS would be a good fit as penpals. She was right! Over 
120 students volunteered to write letters.

“They asked a lot of questions and they were very thankful 
for his service,” Staley told The Freeman. 

Students worked on their letters when they had down 
time, making puzzles trivia games or riddles to go 
along with their letters; others shared everyday 
information about their own lives. Virtual students 
and those learning in-person participated.

She said being abroad for the holidays, especially with his first grandchild  
at home, would be hard; so she checked in on him this time.

In future years, Staley said she might do a similar project.

“It definitely made my deployment at Christmas that much brighter,”  
Frier told The Freeman via email.

High School Of 
Health Sciences’ 
Governance Council 
Names Becca 
Ladsten As School’s 
New Director 
Long-time HS^2 instructor Rebecca 
Ladsten succeeded Stephen Plum as 
the charter high school’s new director. Ladsten took over April 1, 2021, the 
same day Plum started as KM’s new superintendent. 

Ladsten has been at KM for nine years, the past seven as a math teacher 
and school coordinator. She has been strategically involved with HS^2 since 
its inception. Her knowledge, skills and experience will be a huge asset 
as the council works with all stakeholders - staff, families, students, and 
community partners - to continue to innovate education.

“I am honored to be selected as the next director of the High School of 
Health Sciences,” said Ladsten. “I have worked closely with Steve Plum and 
school partners since the school opened in 2014. I look forward to continuing 
to grow and develop the innovative learning environment we have in HS^2 
through relationships with students, families, partners and all stakeholders.”

Romanowski, Sparks And Kapsy  
Win Board Seats In April 6 Election
Four candidates ran for three available seats on the Kettle Moraine School Board 
this spring. Incumbents Jim Romanowski and Kathy Kapsy, along with challenger 
Liz Sparks, won spots on the board in the April 6 election. Each seat carries a 
three-year term. Congrats to all three and thank you for your dedication and 
passion to serve KM schools!

We’d also like to thank Heather Renno for her service and work during some 
extremely challenging times the past few years!
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The above definition, offered by The Science Council, sounds simple enough. We 

want to know stuff and apply it to other stuff. And, have it all based on factual stuff. 

Like most human discoveries, be they social or science based, the “stuff” humans 

unearth usually develops as a question or problem. Where are we? How does it all 

work? And, most importantly, why does the apple fall down from the tree? 

The questions are no different for Kettle Moraine’s elementary school students. 

If anything, they’re even more intense, as any parent would attest! “Why? How? 

When?” are constant and welcome inquiries - ones our kindergarteners through 

fifth graders have been eagerly trying to answer via collaborative district-wide 

processes this year.  

“Elementary teachers are collaborating across the district in grade-level teams,” 

said Dousman Elementary Principal Jeremy Monday. “We are doing this to  

develop and share science units that integrate both math and literacy standards 

into their science lessons so students are able to make connections and generalize 

their learning to real-life applications.”

As Mr. Monday explained, the pursuit and application of science isn’t just about 

stereotypical biology and astronomy - rocks, planets and elements. It’s about a 

wonderful educational journey that includes just about every tool in the learning 

box. It’s a classroom encompassing literacy, social studies, engineering, math and 

art all rolled into one!  

One day it may be replanting or working with seedlings in a greenhouse like Sofia 

on our cover. The next, it might be building bridges strong enough to hold pennies 

or climbing mounds of snow for a hands-on sledding experiment exploring the 

concepts of push, pull, friction and gravity as plastic, cardboard and wood sleds 

move up and down the hill. 

the pursuit and application of  
knowledge and understanding of the  
natural and social world following a systematic 
methodology based on evidence.

First and second grade 
students at Magee 
studying light and 
shadows.

KM Explore’s Trista 
S. prepares for the
annual plant sale
outside the Wales
Campus greenhouse.

SCIENCE IS ELEMENTARY

SUMMER
ACADEMY
LEARNING CONTINUES

SUMMER 2021

SUMMER
ACADEMY
JUNE 21-JULY 30

JOIN THE
SUMMER FUN!
ENROLL 
TODAY!

“So much learning and engagement happens when applied to real-

life activities,” said Wales kindergarten teacher Emily Poindexter. “The 

sledding experiment was a culminating project to four other experiments 

we did that allowed students to gain their knowledge of friction, push, pull, 

weight and gravity. They then applied this knowledge to the sleds made of 

different material.” 

The sled hills may have been high, but the inquisitiveness and zeal for data 

and answers was a tall order they were excited to fill. They all had opinions 

on the way to the hill and were eager to put their materials to the test.  

“We are keeping engagement high through science,” explains Laura Dahm, 

the district’s Director of Learning for Instructional Coaching. “When our 

students are creating and building, they’re learning.”

So, what are they learning? What are they creating? 
How and why? Here’s a snapshot of highlights from 
the year in elementary science:

 Students integrated writing skills as they prepare summaries and 
share out their learning at the conclusion of their units.

 Students in 1st grade and 1/2 classes identified different animals to 
research and write an “All About” book.

 Students in 5K used pre-writing skills to compare and contrast, and 
identify patterns different plants and animals need to survive.

 Students were able to have voice and ownership in the application 
of their learning by identifying “problems” and/or posing 
“questions” during summative projects in their particular areas of 
interest as they relate to the specific standard unit being studied.

 Students in 4/5 classrooms presented their work, either live or 
virtually, to both share and defend their thinking about solutions 
they designed to show how earth’s systems (geosphere, biosphere, 
and atmosphere) interact and depend on one another.

 Students in 2/3 and third grade designed their own skateboard 
park based on the forces and motion principles they learned about. 

 Students in 4/5 also used engineering principles to create Rube 
Goldberg projects, using basic recyclable supplies they brought 
in from home, to show chain reactions specific to the Forces and 
Energy principles they learned.

 Students in 2/3 and third grade built models depicting how 
different effects of wind and water impact and shape different 

types of landscape including soil, sand and rock.

The impact of the pandemic has not stopped or defined scientific 

exploration and or hands-on exploratory learning within KM’s elementary 

classrooms. In fact, the exploring has probably been accelerated because 

we’ve been faced with more challenges and problems - more questions to 

answer. The most important being - what will we learn in science next year?

How?why?
What?

Wales kindergarten students 
learning about push and pull by 
experimenting with ramps.

https://www.kmsd.edu/domain/269
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LYNN DIETRICH,  
KMMS Teacher - 40 Years

MARY MROCZENSKI,  
Cushing Teacher - 37 Years

BRENDA MARQUARDT,  
Cushing Teacher - 36 Years

BILL EBERLE,  
Custodial Supervisor - 35 Years

RANDALL SONNENBERG,  
KMHS Custodian - 25 years

LU ANNE SIMON,  
KMMS Administrative Assistant -  

23 Years

WENDY QUINN,  
Cushing Teacher - 21 Years

SUSAN BLAESING,  
Wales Teacher - 20 Years

KATHLEEN ARTS,  
KMMS Teacher - 19 Years

PATRICIA DEKLOTZ,  
District Superintendent - 18 Years 

LYNN LAMERS,  
Wales Teacher - 18 Years

GWEN MOTTL,  
KMHS Nutrition Services - 15 Years

JOHN GIFFORD,  
Cushing Interventionist - 13 Years

KIM OSBORN,  
Wales Teacher - 12 Years

VICTORIA ESGAR,  
District Registrar - 8 Years

SHERYL BERES,  
KMHS Teacher - 6 Years

Dear Kettle Moraine Community, 
What a difference a year makes! Last year over spring break, my husband and I bought dozens of plastic eggs 
and filled them with trinkets, treats, and coins. We hid them in the respective lawns of the homes of our two 
children who live in the area. We stood across the street from their homes, with masks on our faces, as we 
watched grandchildren race with squeals of delight, gathering their eggs. This year, thanks to the availability 
of vaccines, we all gathered around a crowded dining room table and enjoyed the noise and confusion of large 
family gatherings held in small spaces. We are fortunate that everyone 16 and over in our family has received 
their vaccination. We are grateful beyond words! 

It is with a similar type of amazement, gratitude and pride that I come to the end of my time with the Kettle 
Moraine School District. With all endings come beginnings and I am excited to welcome Mr. Stephen Plum as he 
steps into his role as your next superintendent. Steve brings a passion for children and a commitment to provide 
opportunities that prepare our students for their futures. His high standards will serve Kettle Moraine well. 

Over the past 15 years as your superintendent, and the nearly 40 years as residents in the Kettle Moraine 
community, my husband and I have made many friends. We intend to keep all those friendships strong. We 
moved into our community because we wanted schools for our children that had a reputation of excellence and 
innovation. We were not disappointed. 

I have often said it is the quality of our staff and the commitment of our parents and community that make Kettle 
Moraine great. Your support of our schools through the two referenda, your appreciation for our outstanding 
staff, and your belief in the value of education in preparing our young people to be engaged citizens and 
successful members of society are reasons we love this community. I thank you for the opportunities I’ve been 
given and I join you in believing the best is yet to come. 

THE BEST IS YET TO COME

Any level of donation is welcomed! Get info and donate now at: https://bit.ly/3tnegEA

Excellence Beyond Expectations
Recognizing the resolve, strength, courage and diligence demonstrated by KM educators. 
Please join KMEF in recognizing KM educators with a donation to the Honor an Educator wall at KMHS. 

Together, we make a difference. - Pat

THANK YOU, 
RETIREES!

8 Locations • Visit Us Online at ewaldauto.com

*Limited warranty is on qualified new vehicles only, some restrictions apply. Leases excluded. Limited warranty is not transferable, a copy of limited warranty is available. See dealer for details.

For All Your Transportation Needs
New & Used Vehicles, Service, Parts & Auto Collision Repair

Family Owned and Operated

PROUD  
SUPPORTER!

Individualized Education Program (IEP)
Upon request, the School District of Kettle Moraine is required to evaluate a child for 
eligibility for special education services. A request for evaluation is known as a referral. 
When the district receives a referral, the district will appoint an Individualized Education 
Program (IEP) team to determine if the child has a disability, and if the child needs 
special education services. The district locates, identifies, and evaluates all children 
with disabilities who are enrolled by their parents in private (including religious) 
schools, elementary schools and secondary schools located in the school district.

A physician, nurse, psychologist, social worker, or administrator of a social agency who 
reasonably believes a child brought to him or her for services is a child with a disability 
has a legal duty to refer the child, including a homeless child, to the school district in 
which the child resides. Before referring the child, the person making the referral must 
inform the child’s parent that the referral will be made. Others, including parents, who 
reasonably believe a child is a child with a disability may also refer the child, including 
a homeless child, to the school district in which the child resides. Referrals must be 
in writing and include the reason why the person believes the child is a child with a 
disability. A referral may be made by contacting Dr. Charles Wiza, Director of Student 
Services, School District of Kettle Moraine, at 262.968.6300, ext. 5341, or by writing 
to him at School District Kettle Moraine, 563 A.J. Allen Circle, Wales, WI, 53183.

The School District of Kettle Moraine does not discriminate on the basis of religion, 
sex, race, color, national origin, age, ancestry, creed, political affiliation, membership in 
the National Guard, state defense force or any reserve component of the United States 
Military or state military forces, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual orientation 
or physical, mental, emotional, or learning disability or handicap or other basis 
prohibited under state or federal law.

FOLLOW KM!
@KMDISTRICT @KMDISTRICT KMSCHOOLS

PROUDLY SERVING
KM   Families

Your Mental Health  
Is Just As Important  
as Physical Health.

262-337-9770 | gals.ocommunity@gmail.com  | galsinstitute.com

• Boys and Girls ages 6 and up • Men • Women • Couples • Therapy services 
• Support groups • Resiliency workshops

https://www.galsinstitute.com/
https://www.ewaldauto.com/index.php
https://bit.ly/3tnegEA
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In order to be good stewards of taxpayer funds, a cost-effective bulk mailing service was used for
this publication. However, there are limitations and the service cannot precisely match the Kettle
Moraine School District boundaries without adding significant cost. If you do not live within
the District and received this publication due to this limitation, we ask for your understanding.

Contact KMSD: 262-968-6300 | www.kmsd.edu

The School District of Kettle Moraine does not discriminate on the basis of religion, sex, race, color, national origin, age, ancestry, 
creed, political affiliation, membership in the National Guard, state defense force or any reserve component of the United States 
Military or state military forces, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual orientation or physical, mental, emotional, or learning 
disability or handicap or other basis prohibited under state or federal law.

THANK YOU TO BUBON ORTHODONTICS - OFFICIAL COMMUNICATOR SPONSOR!

US News’ annual rankings 
were just released and 
High School of Health 
Sciences is ranked THE 
TOP HIGH SCHOOL IN 
THE STATE! Among many 
numbers, HS^2 is number 
one in College Readiness, 
Curriculum Breadth and 
Graduation Rate! No oth-
er district offers choices 
like our KMHS Campus, 
including the state’s 
top-rated school!

High School Of 
Health Sciences
Named State’s 
Top High School

READ MORE

https://www.kmsd.edu/site/default.aspx?PageType=3&DomainID=4&ModuleInstanceID=21&ViewID=6446EE88-D30C-497E-9316-3F8874B3E108&RenderLoc=0&FlexDataID=8255&PageID=1
https://bubonortho.com/

